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The United States is a democracy governed by the people. It 
is the strongest, most libertarian of its kind in the world. As 
citizens, we play a part in making America what it is today.
Under the Constitution, we possess the right to vote. This right 
enables each and every citizen the right to participate; to have 
a voice in American society. At election time, our votes choose 
those individuals that best represent our interests. But, the 
average white voter need not worry about his or her interests in 
the greater society. This is because the majority of the 
political power structure is made up of whites.
The Civil Rights Movement was determined to change this 
power relationship and consequently fought for the rights and 
equality of African-American's. Compared to two hundred years 
ago, African-American's h^ve made terrific strides in political 
and structural equality. However, since the 1960's, other ethnic 
minorities have arrived on the political scene and have sought 
the same acceptance. This has not only suppressed black 
interests, but it has also added to the collective numbers of 
those unsatisfied with our government. One of the strongest 
implications of a white dominant society is that it serves as a 
dichotomizing force amongst minorities and the general 
population.
This is perhaps most vivid in an urban area such as Chicago, 
Politics here, are divided along racial and ethnic lines, making
it; one of ,the most segregated cities in - the world. One of the-
most often heard complaints from Chicago's minority groups is 
that their political interests are not accounted for within the 
local government. They feel unrepresented, under-represented and 
misrepresented by those that are supposed to serve their 
interests. How can this happen in America, ‘home of the free and 
the brave*?
The answer involves many reasons. But, perhaps the most 
important, is that whites do not want to lose the power which 
they have gained since this country's beginnings. If government 
was to be completely representative according to population, then 
there would be many more African-American's, Hispanics, and 
Asians in political offices then there are at present. In the 
past, due to the lack of minority representation at every level 
of government, policies were created to benefit the ’white 
majority.
However, as minority populations continue to increase, the 
political structures of this country will transform before our 
very eyes. This is, of course, contingent upon the mobilization 
of minorities and the forming of coalitions based on common 
interests. Many of these common interests have concentrated on 
the misrepresentation of minorities, but have transformed from a 
common struggle into retaliatory actions. The 1992 Los Angeles 
riots are a prime example of a minority revolution.
Americans are tired of being forgotten and misrepresented by 
the very government which was instituted for the-* protection*
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.Itini&ritiea'in cities such as Chicago have sought to :chaiieng#,;; 
those structures which have impeded their participation, And, as 
a result, have acquired city council seats and acess to political 
empowerment.
For decades, Chicago's politics have been separated 
according to ethnic and racial differences. In a city where half 
of the population is white, and the other half is predominantly 
black, why are there only twenty majority-black wards and twenty- 
three majority white wards? The 1990 Census figures show that 
there are 1,087,711 African-American's in the City of Chicago as 
opposed to 1,263,524 whites. Today there is an obvious 
discrepancy in minority representation, and its cause is the 1980 
Chicago reapportionment map because the 1980 map sets the 
boundaries to which the 1990 map adheres. This map was created 
under the mayoralty of Jane Byrne, a left-over cronie of 
Chicago's infamous political machine. The 1980 map and the Byrne 
administration will be further explored later in this research. 
Upcoming pages will also illustrate the representative 
inequalities created by the 1980 map which have consequently 
effected the 1990 remap.
Every ten years, political parties engage in legislative 
redistricting, whereby political officials reapportion city 
wards, state and local districts. But. this one occurs after 
U.S. citizens participate in the Federal Census (also decennial). 
This provides the government with demographic information, so
can accurately delve the U.S. population into egual ah
seats. Likewise, the separate fifty states follow this lead, and
break their respective populations into state representative and 
senatorial districts. Similarly, the nation*s cities partake :r. 
this legislative process, by squeezing the members of its 
population into separate aldermanic or council waids.
In Chicago, there are fifty aldermanic wards. Each 
neighborhood represents individual ethnic or racial majorities. 
But, every ten years, these neighborhood characteristics change 
according to population increases. These changes, are 
responsible for setting the configurations of each wax d, and 
therefore determine the immediate and future political structures 
of the city. Oftentimes, these seemingly simple determinates are 
the cause of minority misrepresentation. Instead of protecting 
minority views and interests, reapportionment has served to 
restrain them, These reapportionment efforts are a direct cause
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minority political representation and ;^i.p.ywermerit ir. the Jity of 
Chicago can be affected by the ptocess of tech s t r i c t  mg,
Why does Chicago's redistricting process serve to undermine 
minority interests, when its overall purpose is to equalise the 
struggle for political representation? How can this process be 
truly fair and equal when both major political parties seek to 
preserve the dominance of their own candidates in their own
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and- substantially equal," according to the State of Illinois 
statutes, when the shapes of some ward boundaries appear .to. be 
drawn solely for the purpose of saving aldermen's job?
Due to the revolutionary 1982 amendments of the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965, minorities must now be g^ven their share of 
the political pie. The original Voting Rights Act of 1965 sought 
tc reduce the discrimination against black voters, but has since 
been amended to include other minorities and the concern for 
proper representation and equality.
One of the goals of this research has been to find out what 
forces have come together in order to produce a fair and equally 
representative map. Specifically, how have increases in minority 
populations affected representation over time? Secondly, what 
criteria do map architects and political parties adhere to in the 
creation of their maps? Third, why now? Wh.^ factors have 
become important enough that minority forces have rejected the 
1991 map? Fourth, what aspects of the redistricting process 
restrict minority representation' and political empowerment? And 
f i n a l l y ,  what, if anything, can be done to- change the inadequate 
process? i?-.
In order to find answers to these questions, I have 
conducted several interviews with those directly involved in the
1991 redistricting process, and with certain individuals who have 
been directly affected by its implications. I have also taken a 
sociological approach to this research by consulting the Chicago
Pjpsus dfba, w
.Circumstances which could have changed the outcome of the 1?W' 
ramap decision.- in addition, 'I have read several books Js^ ' ‘ 
experts in public policy and minority politics, law journals* and 
€hica§0 ~area newspaper articles.
By giving a brief chronology on Chicago politics and the 
roles that ethnic and racial groups have played in the formation 
of the city's political history, we can comprehend why minority 
;dissatisfied with the 1992 Skip configurations and the
li15&n»•of racial or ethnic representation which characterizes eachaS 1- t ::. ■
pages will be an attempt to address thesel?kf M^'$mWlngfpN; ,V“ *{
draw implications on the future of minority
-x *;
' * politics in the City of Chicago. It is my belief that in
minority position on any political issue, one can 
feMf^jpfcriiand the causes for their action. In this
a dissection of the reapportionment process
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i & w t s  %k#ao®S for minority dissatisfaction with the 
reapportionment process and the misrepresentation which results 
from it. This paper will argue for the equal representation of 
all people: African-American's, Hispanics, Asians, and Whites, by 
biting Chicago's politically segregated history, and using it as 
tie® of why there is no minority balance in City Hall. 
Jiqpe that this research provides an accurate account of 
UkPP are misrepresented by the 1992 remap, and how the 
process serves to further the racially .polarised ; 
cage politics.
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Cfripaqo, 19B0 to 19 9CL: A Decade of Struggle
There is a phenomenon whieh occurs in the State of 
Illinois every ten years after a Census! in which the 
'legislators reapportion wards and legislative boundarie 
order to form more perfect configurations according tch : 
population size and the concentration of minorities! 
Redistricting is not a process unique to Illinois, It is a 
national occur:once which potentially affects everyone within 
the United States. Next to an election, redistrioting is
perhaps the most important process for politicians and
t  *  * "
■ i . ■ " ■ .v-l . .political parties. Reapportionment creates new districts, or' C h [ t * " i ’
, in Chicago's case, aldermanic wards for those shifting
populations within the city's boundaries. These geographic
• „ i v ^  v * .
decade
Ijitical properties become the politician rs stage for the
~ dl£fs8?tnces between redi st:rioting and
•. 1 '. ’ ~ '  
i  •<' • '  ■ *-<' ■ - J ~ Cjt . ■ * » "  -S. ~  - -  -■
' are minimal. Reapportionment refers to.,,the
'.division of geographic areas according to population data.
Whereas, redistricting divides areas into legislative 
districts, creating the political boundaries for U.S. 
Representatives as well as.State Senators. For the purpose 
of this research, I have used the two terms interchangeably.
CftiCi.fd*S 'city wards are -districtsM to the extent that one
ries are different from another. These 
roportional and based on population
8
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Ward c o n i i guru t 1 on # r n •* impel* an* ‘ aldermen because 
it determines “heir immediate poll .ileal earners. Aiderrrid'ra o 
jobs are in jeapardy when minorit :»■. Tm ! e-i i- a remap. If 
the court rules for a special eiecd: ion or for the drawing of 
a new map , then it would result in a. are iter possibility f'a 
a minor i t y tepresent a 1 1 ve t o be e 1 eceu . br • ;r.dor : es wouid t *
the larger concent rat ion of a nun >ri ty
would then purs,ue t he elect ion f■)f .a
"their own. “ However, if tnet e are no.
t the map confi gurat ions, an ■ alderman! isf
boundary iines, l rom which he.-or.: she may
r e - e l e c t e d .
-Some of the following information does not directly 
p  to the reapp-uu: ionrnent process , However # the City's 
ai: Structure at particular times in recent history
few5 ?V, ^ r Ifh 3i ‘ ‘ 'O'
to the understanding of the political 
ilion and power which .minori t i es have had in the 
past* The most recent re-districting effort has resulted in 
court battles which have “gotten .things, done*1 tor its 
citizens, but it has also served to split the loyalties of 
many ethnic and racial groups.
C ; ;v$8f order to comprehend the implications of the 1991 ward 
';H*e must first look at the 1980 redistricting process, 
a controversial map, laden with -inequitable- 
cations. However, it is also reflective of the
cal agenda. It seems that fair racial and
9
r 'v* ;
ethnic rep resent at a. on was not high upon the Mayor's last of 
political priorities.
In 1979# the citizens of Chicago elected its first 
female Mayor! Jane Byrne. Many critics, including William 
Grimshaw, author of Bitter Fruit, claims that the Byrne 
Administration was. simply part of the left-over product of 
the late Mayor Richard J. Daley's infamous machine. As a 
candidate, rue appealed to those voters which were discounte^ 
by the “machine.** She gained support from many sides becaus^ 
she claimed to be against the typical patronage schemes whicd* 
were rampant within Daley's machine. Much of her support 
came from the black wards, the *Vliberai“ lakefront, and the 
ethnic Northwest Side (Grimshaw, p.145).
. o However, as Mayor, she turned her back to many of those
isl
' supported her, namely the black wards:. These
ifor the most part, black voters, were infuriated. 
counted on having an important role in the governing 
of the city. But, Byrne had no intentions of accommodating 
African-American interests. Instead, she sought to restrain 
them, as was exemplified by the 1981 remap (Grimshaw, p.25). 
It is often common under machine-style politics to restrain 
those forces which contradict the interests of the power 
elite. Machines serve to further the interests of those in 
it does not extend to those outside of its 
Circle.
11981 reapportionment effort took place under the
10
mayoralty of Jane Byrne. Under the auspices of the City 
Council at that time, the newly created map deleted African- 
American majorities in three wards, and Hispanic majorities 
in four wards. Under the 1970 map, the African-American : 
population held a majority in fifteen wards.
However, by the time the 1980 Census came around,
African-American#s held a majority in nineteen wards 
according to the 1970 map configurations, plus a 49.31 
plurality in one other ward. Hispanics had no majority or
representation in any ward. However, by 1980, the Hispanic 
population had grown to include four majority Hispanic wards, 
plus two plurality wards. In 1980, under the 1970 map, the 
white majority was concentrated in twenty-two wards, with a 
ity in two additional wards. The map also allowed for
---*Wards with no majority (Kasson, p . 677) . Please see
One and Two, page 12 & 13 .
Hispanic community was then split into six 
predominantly Hispanic wards. This is ironic, because
population figures showed an increase in their respective 
numbers. Consequently, the black and Hi span i c communit ies 
cried discrimination, and challenged the 1981 remap in court.
In purpose of examining the 1970 and 1980 map, was to 
illustrate how easily minorities can be exploited by those in
Exhibit One
Taken from Bitter Fruit, p.121
Exhibit 7Vc.
The 1986 Chicago Board of Elections Map.
MAP 
of the 
WARDS 
of the
CITY of CHICAGO
REDISTRICTINQ ORDINANCE 
ADOPTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL 
NOVEMBER 30. IBBt
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This 1981 remap was drawn in part by then alderman Tom 
Keane. Incidentally, Mr. Keane was also Richard J. Daley's 
floor leader. According to David Fremon, author of Chicago 
Politics: Ward bv Ward, this map kept the number of black 
majority wards .at seventeen, the same .number of wards, .under 
the 1970 map. According to population data, blacks should 
have been slotted nineteen wards in which they would, have
constituted a majoritiy (Fremon, p.9).
Perhaps under Richard J. Daley's machine, this 
unrepresentative bias would have been accepted, but this 
time, the two minorities persued litigation. In the summer 
Of 1982, several: minority groups filed suit, including many 
Hispanic and African-American constituents. They claimed 
i-puaijat the new map violated the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
s, as amended in 1982. In December, 1982, Ills.
District Court Judge Thomas McMillan ordered the drawing of a
'* uy*1' :>.
nsw map, ruling that the one in question was discriminatory.
Ill
mm
Still unsatisfied, the minorities appealed to a higher voice, 
the Seventh Court of Appeals, claiming that the new map did 
not effectively remedy the situation (Kasson, p.678).
In May, 1984, a ruling was handed down, saying that the 
Keane map still did not cure the situation because it did not 
completely eliminate minority voting discrimination caused by 
the Coucil's map, A year later, the Supreme Court declined 
hear the case, and instead referred it back to the
rift■level to create new configurations for the ward
boundaries. On 27 December, 1985, the district court 
approved a settlement created between the black and Hispanic 
communities (Fremon, p. 9-101* ;
This new map created four supermajority wards in favor 
of the Hispanic community. In addition, seven wards: the 
15th, and 18th on the Southwest side, the 37th on the West 
side, the 22nd and 25th on the Near Southwest side, and the 
26th and 31st on the Near Northwest side, were redrawn to 
provide for African-American or Hispanic majorities, 
depending on the dominant minori ty group in ea< sh ward (ibid., 
p.9-10). Please see Exhibit Three, page 16.
In the midst of these court battles over representation 
and equality, the African-American, Hispanic, and white 
•liberalw lakefronters still enraged by the Byrne years of 
betrayal, began to form the loose organisations of a 
coaltion. In order to show the intensity of tneir discontent 
for Mayor Byrne, the black communities staged a boycott of 
ChicagoFest. ChicagoFest is an annual Mayorally supported 
public picnic in Grant Park. The African-American 
community's protest was somewhat successful, in that it 
resulted in negative revenues for the businesses 
participating in the gala (Grimshaw, p .162). This event was 
suppossed to damage the City's politician's. Yet, in 
essence, it appears to have made victims out of the wrong 
people: Chicago's businesses.
CHICAGO WARDS, 1983 & 1988 BOUNDARIES
T'n*- JAioag c F e s t  a c t or prot est v;; ;; followed by massive- - 
v ‘ ’ 1 ? *• not.ra“ ion anves, niro-d it m r  i st ».rir:g low-income 
Af m  can-Amen car.'s . The impact that this, hid £ pbytlifnf- UfcifcM 
-of C h i c a g o politics was ast otmdi ng . The drives alone 
result*- i it the : eg.: .e ration of 1 2A , md; Af: m  a  * Amer i e m  
vor ers . It: a m o m  . * car ion of mi no rid y vote: a .A so he I pea m l  
.convincing Harold. Washington -to : or. tor Mayor.
Tne iaei raot: tor May : • * vs - or. inounio art Jane Byrne and
11 a c k p ■j x i t  i c  a i in--o s : a :., H;? r o 1 d Wt s: u n at o r., g i v e s t he 
clearest representation cl the racially .polarising elements 
of Chicago politic::.. Tins eie •* ion exvmplilies the voting 
trends which have tra: .* deriotai elections in the past. For 
examp 1 e, A £ r i c a n - Ajr.e r i a n * s t ej \ d t o v c • t e i or Afri can - 
American's, whites n;.: to v m -  feu -whites, ind given tn^ 
chance, hispanics have vra, ; fo: rt4, fJt their own.
Otherwise, the Hispanic '' vtm c, i *- y tend.: *o split • n* ir v.„te. 
According to Juan An.hade, hi r<- m u  : f M.uw-.-r ;,\u: heas*
Voter F:egi st rat ion, "Hispanic;: a m  m-ilminv ' ha* m  * he
wild card in a given ei-cm -n.. .wi.: -’an" kem what tir-y
have and blacks can't get what tiny v.mij v.dino.J us" i dal van, 
May,1992, p.33).
This election was no except it n . A wording to Fh i- 'cu io  
P o l i c i e s :  1990 , Harold Washington .Accounted for about 79.71
of the African-American vote, 12.7% of the white vote, and 
6.8% of the Hispanic vote out of a total 666,911 votes in the 
1983 General Election {p .53). Without a doubt, Harold
Washington was elected by, the African - American. fc&t
he also created a voting coalition comprised of Hispanics, 
and a small percentage of '‘liberal whites," which boosted his 
support as well. Byrne was out.
"In” was Harold Washington, the City of Chicago's first 
Mayor of African-American heritage. The signifigance of nis 
election symbolised a tremendous victory for African- 
Amer ican' s, Hispanics and ot her minor it.y voters. The 
e 1.ec1 1 on of a black .mayor op*'*nea up pos3 xbilit ies ta 
minorities that were not available under previous 
administrations. He ptomised an agenda of "fair and open 
government," ottering political empowerment and 
represent at ion to the “nave-riots, " who were neglected by 
Mayor By:no and 1o11 behind m  the dust of the "white 
High" This refers to trie urban phenomenon of the mass
exo eras' of middle-class white, f rc m ‘he cities ' o the suburb;-.
(Kwe.it, p-. 2 7 5 ». The c i * * es. w e ; » hen left with ^xpudir.g
ions of ethnic -and m u  it r ; n . r i ‘ : en , and Is'wer c 1 a; u i r
whites. This is an important idea because it. provi 
impetus for a. change ih the hands of power.
the
The white upper hand continues to try and prevent this 
transformatio- . Despite this, minorities continue to push 
for equal representation and empowerment, causing the 
political struggles which have plagued Chicago for years.
. According, to Chicago Politics: 1990, in just over three 
decades, the voting age population of Chicago has changed
18
front that of a t rival ling white majority to one of r m r *  '■ 
balance between whites and minorities f-CUL/KIU, p ,S3) . While 
the numbers of minority populations escalate, their quest for 
political power and representation should inc:ease as well.
I n  Chicago, tor example, the population has ■ o-c i -area from; 1 
mi H i  on in 1 ^ ^ , r o 2.8 million in 199 n . Nor: -minorit y 
percentages have decreased, as well, from ' ■ to 3 8'*. , Ail o: 
.this, .as the older political fact ions at tern* t to deny the 
City's inevitable trjnsformation (Galvan, March, 1 9->2, p.33).
11 wasn' t unt i 1 Mayor Washington 's Admin i st rat, i on that 
the first.Hispanic wards were created .and large numbers of 
Airican- Americans began * believe in a system that would 
Work to their '.advantage. Under Mayor Jane Byrne, the 
1 i kei i hor d of this happening would have been nil. Of course, 
for many whites. t hrouahout . t h** city, the election o f Harold 
Washington as Mayor was the embodiment of their worst 
nightmares come * :ue.
.T,lme I in** of VO H . n :A A -niZA. icc-.::.QC
•August, I ,«b Ali' i cah Arne ri e a n Voter 1Reg:l t: i v4t ion
rives begin
*5 October, l (ik2 Vo t e i h*:*gi st:a t i on d:ri vf:*3 >0“id
•April, 1983 Hart.11 wa s h m gt on i j v i c t: o r :L Oil S in General
Election for Mayo:
•December, 1986 Federa 1 1 ■ >s t r i"'t court: order:* special
aidermanic elect ic.ms in seven o1 t he c i t i *■;1* S W  t12, d. 0*
♦March, i'-rn t Specrial A ldermuni s' f-lect .:cn.: dec:ided in
f ive wards
•April, 1986 Special Aidermanic Elections in the 15th 
and 26th wards give Washington control of City Council with 
tie-breaking vote.
•April, 1987 Washington again wins election for second 
term as Mayor
•November, 1987 Mayor Washington dies
19
*December,
*Feht 1 i.i t y ?
i i m.
19B7 Eugene Sawyer chosen as Acting Mayor* 
198'* Eichard M. I *Ioy wine Special General 
r now May. r
;; i* : it • u ana n ; rporters. The
1J r t -o tde\ * ■ 1 sp*"• i i f elect i.u:;c c 2 eu*■ ed a Washingt on
impact'in.public 'decisions'within the.City Council for three 
years. As Tracy Kascon writes in a Loyola Law Journal 
article, "this sit ua* ion demonstrates that any judicial 
i eritedy will have a delayed mi feet, Vi . voters may be powerless 
[in] prevent[ing] several years of illegitimate legislation," 
(p.687). These effects are largely due to gerrymandered 
districts resulting from reapportionment.
According to an article in the Florida Bar Journal by 
George Kaas and Mitchell Franks, "gerrymandering is the 
arbitrary arrangement of [ward] boundaries that gives undue 
advantage to one group over another" (Waac, et ai.,p. 22).
The idea behind gerrymandering is quite simple. By using 
demographics and geographic voting age population data, map 
makers can translate these seemingly meaningless numbers into 
City Council seats for the individual party members.
According to a Harvard Journal article, this usually
involves two methods: “splitting" and “packing votes." 
"Splitting" refers to the destruction of voting strength 
concentrations. For example, a map may be drawn so that 
clusters of votes are split amongst wards. This is otherwise 
known as voting dilution. This in turn, effects the outcome 
of the election because the minorities are scattered so that 
no majority (in any of the surrounding wards) can be formed 
(Harvard, p.956).
“Packing" accomplishes the same effect, only in reverse. 
Instead of diluting votes, map makers concentrate votes 
within a few wards. While this will guarantee a victory for 
these particular ward seats, it may not allow for any 
representation in other wards (Harvard, p.956).
In April, 1987, Mayor Harold Washington defeated the 
well-known oppositon candidate's, Ed Vrdolyak and Donald 
Haider, in the race for Mayor, with 54% of the vote 
(CUL/NIU,p.21) This equates to 600,252 votes of the total 
1,116,344 (CUL/NIU, p.45). Washington again v/on this 
election aue to the concentration of the black vote which 
accounted for nearly 99% of the total number of African- 
American registered voters (ibid, p.44). The consolidation 
of Mayor Washington's coalition may have helped him pass 
legislation more easily within the City Council, but the 
coalition of minority and white liberal voters was not 
maintained after his sudden death in November, 1987.
According to William Grimshaw, author of Bitter Fruit,
“[Mayor] Washington formed the most comprehensive reform 
coalition in the city's history," one which has not been 
replicated since (p. 149}. Washington's coalition for "fair 
and open’* government consisted of those white, liberal
lake!renters who felt 
administrations, plus
cheated by pre-Washington
several blacks and Hispanics who sought
change in the way their interests were represented.
After Washington's death, much of the contentment which 
was felt by the African-American community was shattered. 
Black loyalists, which had created the original Washington 
Party, had chosen Alderman Timothy Evans as their choice for 
Acting Mayor. Simultaneously, the "correct" choice, based on 
seniority and political service was Alderman Eugene Sawyer.
Other Aldermen which had thrown their hats into the ring
were: Richard Mell, harry Bloom, Terry Gabinski, Ed Vrdolyak, 
and Ed Burke. Sawyer, although not the choice of the 
African-American voters, did appear to be the ideal 
compromise in the eyes of the left-over machine. Sawyer was 
declared the winner with the necessary 2 9 votes (Grimshaw, p.
198} .
Regardless, by the time the 1981 election had rolled 
around, it became evident to many voters that Sawyer could 
not live up to the legacy which Washington had left behind. 
Part of this trouble was caused by Alderman Timothy Evans, 
who continuously challenged Sawyer as an illegitimate Mayor, 
and consequently split the loyalty of the black voters (ibid,
22
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iTi th*- t or t he Democrat xc nominee tor * h*- Special
Primary Elec- ion in February, Sawyer received 9 7% c£
the1 Airi car*-American vote ani less than 1 ■ : t: £.:;*■ v;r.y-:*
Vi! w e. n i -»£‘<in i i., v jt e Wc,-i«j f ci’. i iy we 1 i pp 1 xt b*-* * he
■■two Cano i Clot os . nip , t m o  ; * ► ia 1 Exirriiiv a ’ . rvnv^r to
nitrate * ne racial pines win.cn Chicaoo elect ions have been 
drawn upon. La.* ey, was a whi t e candidate with no experience 
in a municipal government job. Yet , he received nearly 90% 
oi . the... white vote (CUL/NIU, p.5,1).
Similarly, Sawyer, an African-American., maintained a 
neai majority amongst; the black voters. The twri candidates 
nearly split the Hispanic vote, a t .about 50% each. These 
data lend even more credence -u past voting trends. Whites 
tend to vote white, blacks vote black, and Hispanics 
generally split their vote becasuse nj.» Qf their own is not 
included in the c amp aig n .
The Special General Election •_?: Apiii, 1989, pitted 
Democrat Richard M. Daley against the Washington party's 
Timothy Evans, and the Republican's Ed Yrdoiyak. Similar to 
the Special Primary Election in February, Daley attracted 93% 
of the white vote, 3.8% of the black vote, and 2.5% of the 
Hispanic votes, according to the data given in Chicago 
Politics;1990 (CUL/NIU, p .51). The Washington coalition 
which sought to give the African-American community an 
advantage in Chicago city politics was denied a mayoral
■is
victory*
Summary
The t umu It nous decide between i ■>B0 and wa;
‘Outcome cl several years' worth of minority struggle fcr 
representation in Chicago. Even though the strong, white 
tipper hand Iras sought to prevent this power transfer, the 
minority racial and ethnic groups sought political power and 
better representation of their particular interests, The 
historical chronology, of political events is important to 
this research because' it serves as an anchor, to which we can 
understand.- current political events.
The Byrne Administration inherited the residue of Mayor 
Richard J. Daley's machine. In an effort to continue this 
legacy, Byrne sought to restrain minority interests and 
further those of the dominant whites. In contrast, Mayor 
Eugene Sawyer attempted to continue Harold Washington's “fair 
and open" policies, aimed at integrating Af x i can--Arne x ican' s 
and minority ethnics into Chicago's political scene.
The d i f ferences between the di £ferent mayora1 elect!ons 
and administrations are racial in nature. Each candidate, 
whether white or black, has been elected by those majority 
voters with similar backgrounds. This, of course is true 
only if we include those liberal independent voters as the 
exception. Regardless, all of these factors contribute to 
the racially polarized and traditionally "whiteH power
m
' - . $HnVi , - -..
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Daley. Part Two and the Iggl Remap;
When Richard M . Daley replaced Eugene Sawyer as >Uy : " 
the City of Chicago/, a list of political obstacles star-’- i hir
back in the face. Among them was the 19 90 Census and the 
subsequent process of reapportionment, which delves, the 
city's populations into fifty cent x.gudus wards every, ten 
years. Reapportionment is extremely important to both 
polit i ca1 pa rty and palitic.an, be : ause i t s imp1ications s et 
the stage for a decade's worth of political activities. It 
is also important to the voter because it determines who 
their city alderman will foe, and the label (black, white, 
Hispanic, etc.) each community receives according to its 
racial and ethnic characteristics.
The most recent redistricting effort in Chicago was 
conducted in 1991, after the 1 9 9 0 Federal Census. 
Consequently, this is the same year Mayor Richard M,
Daley was re-elected to a new term of office. The boundary 
lines of reappertionment are decided by the memhers of the 
City Counci 1. In the case of tfie 1991 redistricting effort, 
they failed to arrive at: a compromise.
According to an article by Robert Davis in the 13 May, 
1992 edition of the Chicago Tribune, the set deadline for the 
reapportionment of the Chicago wards was 1 December, 1991. 
But, because the City Council could not reach a compromise on 
what constituted a ’‘fair and equitable1* map, the 
responsibility of creating a new, more favorable map was
t urned over■ to the \ t'Otero . 7 lie ! »-» . or, i -a * o' ’ K .] . ; ' - ■ !.
March, 10 91 ref'erer.durn (Davis, p. G1 .
ill. Chi cage 4 reCPFsort io riment, the most irrjiM'. US
c r i t e t i n; by v.■hi '* * t ro? mapmakers must adhoriO. ■ ii- *• h.
out 1 m e d ' by1 tlo n -i"bight.s Act oi 19 65. In any
real p rt i on i.ng e i fo:t, t he ir: 1.1:a 1 st -p I s * p f *s tabli si; a
pop u.1 at ion figule for each of the t i 11 y Wd rdo * To arrive
this, m,apmaker s di« 9 *V *.d*.* Chicago' s t ■ i 1 P'!': P'U 1 c :on r v he
number of aidermanic war dr- (fifty; . Using this know! e age and 
the 199U Census data, the average number of residents per 
ward is close to 55,700 per ward. P l e a s e  s e e  Exhibit F o u r ,
p a g e  28 .
The second step is then to calculate any derivations on 
ideal wards populations. However, it is extremely important 
to assure that these derivations do not det ract. from; the 
popu lotion's equ a 11 t y . Fo r ex amp 1 e, if t he c on cent r a t. ion o i 
a black ward becomes mixed v/ith an increasing Hispanic 
population, th^ map must make 4 imstmonts for that increase. 
Map makers can e 1 1lier d.i-aw coni igurations, so as to iheiude> 
the Hispanic popu 1 at ion :m  their own ward, .or divide the . 
original, Llack-Hispunic ward into separate ‘ward areas, where 
neither group would constitute a majority.
All of the numerical information that is necessary for 
reapportionment purposes is provided for by the 199c Census 
data, It provides first, the total population which is 
broken down into various ethnic and minority groups; second,
the jnscur.h Qt each popularion over the ace t ‘.nheen, and, 
three/ concent ia t. ion statistics for aeogiar :u.:al uths, 
census tracts, and county and township; L: ur.dar: es dot! din, 
p .4 ; ,
i:'xhit»it Thiet-i
Selected C^ caora 2 lopulali Stu'lyrics, o< * • : i:n.i * .
I ’errus ./.ifu.
AREA TOTAL
■ ha '’LA?I•" 11
;
WHITE
j
BLACK Hin aijic 1 
c-f m y  m
UM.EF
STATE
i 1 , 14:?, 64 6 ‘•-,7 s4, 976 
( 78.3 %)
1,64 0 , 3 9‘
■14,7%)
H'4 1-U ih '
i 7 ,9 % ■ ,
<' # * * t '
' . ' ■ (29*:
COOK COUNTY
m  5, i 0 5 , U 6 7 3,204,947
(62.?'
1,317,147
(25.8%)
694,194
!13.5%j
1,28 0 , ,,4£ 
(25%)
J  2,783 /72 6 
■  (24/9% >
:1,263,824 
(45.3%;
1,087,7U
■39%)
545/852
(19.6%)
722,704
(25.9%)
I
AREA M  TOTAL NATIVES %BORN Ift STATE OF"RESIDENCE
COOK COUNTY 4,387,750 74.9 /
CilCAG® 2,3X4,53 9 : ' 7 2,.#..0' " o
Chicago City Counci 1 A!deririen
ALDERMEN
Theodore Mazda 
Madeline Haithcock 
Dorothy Tillman 
Toni Preckwinkle 
Lawrence S Bloom 
John O Stee X e 
William M leavers
w a r d number
28
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
John S Madrryk 'W • • > ■ * J*4
Edward M Burka E n * * aan
Virai1 E Jones Fit?; eon
yhi r i >-v Vc 1 e m u y : >v e* u.
Allan y* * i y<•*/» :y
Tin m s  Mur : ny E i ght
Fug,! * y -j. • . . n
Aren'ia T:o^"n u. Twenty
Jesse y Evans .f"- .» ,,
El'Jald:: Muu : IWeiV y - lw
James J Laski Twenty-Th:
Jess-- Mi lira Twenty - Four
Anibrosio Medrauo Twnety-Five
Billy Ocasio TwerJ y “Six
Dexter d Watson Twenty - Seven
Ed H Smith 'Twenty-Eight
Sam Burrell Twenty-Nine
C a r o I e Dial c i:. 1 k Thirty
:• ay Suarez Thirty-One
Terry M Gabinski Th i r t y - Two
F: chi: d F Mel 1 Thirty-Three
Lemuel Aus* in, Jr. Thirty-Four
Michael A >1 y * i k Thi rty -Five
William J F- Bunks Thirty-Six
Percy Giles Thi r ty- Sever,
1 nomas W Cu11er ton Thi rty-Eight
Anthony C Launno Tlhirty - Nine
F'atrick J O'Conner Fourty
Brian Doherty Fourty-One
Burton F Nutarus HV-.m r f" ...*  t 4 *.  V 4  »’ ’..a
Edwin W Eisendrath F warty - Th: * “ •
Bernard J Hansen Fou 1 1 y • F'.jU i
Fat rick J Levar Fou r t y -Five
Helen Schiller Fourty-Six
Eugene C Schulter Fourty- Seven
Mary Ann Smith Fourty-Ei ght
Joseph A Moore Fourty-Nine
Bernard L Stone Fifty
According to Waas and Franks, “any deviations [in ward
populations!,...must be justified by the most compelling and
boundaries.,. making {wards ] cimpact, p* esc rving >he cores 
exist ing clist ric t s , avoi.ciina coi*teat a between incumbent s 
preserving the vot ;ng:strength of minorities. Any dev: r 
must be explained, .for even the slightest deviation f r o  
Largest to the smallest aistrrrts has teen aval: .rated, w; 
the justifications w».u e f : un u to be cons*''it ut ionaiiy 
unacceptable,“ (p. 20;.
*
, and
t he
in the case ot Chicago's tecent ^apportionment effort
there were two maps presented within the City Council
meetings. The first was supported by Mayor Daley and
eight aldermen, This ■was designed to create twenty m
black wards, seven majority Hispanic wards, and twenty^three. 
predominantly white wards. The name for this map was the 
“Equity Map” (Davis, p.6).
Similarly, 'nineteen aldermen: which opposed the Daley**. ' 
supported “Equity Map,“ proposed one of their own. It 
proposed the creation of twenty-two majority black wards, 
seven majority Hispanic wards, and twenty-one white wards. 
They entitled this the “Fair Map'* (Chicago Tribune Editorial, 
p .18). Both maps allow for seven Hispanic majorities. But, 
because of the disparities regarding the numbers of blacks 
and whites, many critics have nicknamed these maps the 
“white" and "black" maps. The characteristics of each map's 
supporters are reflective of the racial differences and
p a r t i c u l a r  map.
Both maps seem more concerned with securing the 
aldermanic positions of the incumbents, then they are to the
concerns of the constituents which they represent. The 
constituents are being neglected, exploited, and drawn into a 
political t ug-of ~war, v;hich has p 1 agued Chi cago polit ics 
since its beginnings. Aside from the racial characteristic,' 
of each map, the remap referenda was flawed from the very 
beginning. Please see Exhibit Five, taken from 13 March,
1992 Chicago Tribune,
Consider for a moment, that you are a Chicago president , 
voting between one of the two proposed maps (as pictured 
above). Imagine poring over two hundred names of people: 
running for political-offices at every level! of government. 
Finally, you arrive at the vote question, asking you to 
choose a new map. It is obvious that the remap question was 
not favorably placed on the referenda ballot, but this in no 
way relates to the amount of importance it has; in city 
elections. If it was truly important, wouldn't the question 
have been closer to the top? Perhaps. Instead, it was 
located at the bottom; the last question on the ballot.
According to Robert Davis of the Chicago Tribune, the 
ballot question asked, '’shall the ordinance proposed by the 
aldermen [inserted names) be adopted?* (p .6). The ha11ot 
sheet did not even present the proposed configurations for 
each sides map. Ko diagrams, no street names. If the two 
maps were included with the remap question, the individual 
voters would clearly see how thay would be affected by the 
remap.
Alternately, the ballot offered each map acccording to 
the names of those aldermen which supported it. How 
confusing! In essence, if the voter has no negative opinions 
about the names on one particular list, he or she would 
probably choose that one. Similarly, if the voter was black, 
white* Hispanic, or other ethnic and the majority of names on
choose this map as we l l . Research has indicated that when ;■ 
'iridividual voter's are uninformed it ...ut candidates or .ballot 
questions, they base their dec is i :is' ;cn. reaction's "to- other . 
dot ails, such as name t ami 1 iari t.y., r elevanee,. and t he 
ethnicity of •. h>-. names on the ballot (Baron, et al, p.ihT).
In an area as ethnica1ly diverse as Chicago, -the significant 
element to voting is an individual's ethnic orientation.
Since the Daley-supported .“Equity Map*.was the first to 
submit their proposal for filing, they hud the advantage of 
top placement on the ballot. The first name which appeared 
beneath the Daley map's heading was that of “Carole Bialczak" 
of the 30th ward. The names following hers included Edward 
Burke, Terry Gabinski, and other Daley-ite's. Conversely, 
the lead name on the "Fair Hap,“ was that of Alderman Ed 
Smith, of the 28th ward, flames which followed his included 
those of: Dorothy Tillman, Allan Streeter, and other well 
known members of Daley's opposition.
There are several important things to consider about the 
placement of supporters names on the ballot. An individual 
may choose to vote for a particular map based on whether or 
not they view the first name favorably. In this case, if the 
voter was African-American, they would mosc likely skim the 
names of those supporters on the “Fair Map,H and elect that 
map as their choice. Similarly, if a voter was white, but 
opposed the practices of Carpie Bialczak, they would most
n c * d^n t a 11 y , i t  ap:  * * a s  t roc r ;  ;1 c :: ,i k ' s. r. cte- wa s
r f t :>a list of or-: a ;,m::.: cc : .r i ..,r. s upper t-rr : •■-
syretn mo us wit hi any mu i or City Mali bar *'les or
s ill i ssue.:, The I.r* * hat her Mrrc is ai sc
a wh 11e, ot hui ‘ is no.-, :r ey ■ c *- raci these v*' c »■; r s
• i whi te backg:ounds.
* icians emp 1 oy sc r.c o : . ... .;uch as tim-so o' *
WW-'T , somot:.:ng that ma ny vo t ere o i t er. : :. *
'j
iea,ize i,:r that * he map they chocae r. o vote for will n t only 
effect t h“ lat ure p- 1 it ical cai eer of t heir ward aidee m ir;, 
hut it v; i 11 also effect t h e i r own f u 11 i r e p■ 11 i 11 c a i 
rep res e n t a t. i o n, Th e p roces r, wh i c h t f i c - vo* *-•» s a r e f • ;■ rce d t r;
participate in, does not f: * into the American t heme or 
Democracy, Yen, each p*-rs" n :o ere. 11 Itei t a* ’dour v* * • • - .me- 
person, on*- vote) , as out ubi i;:h**u hy * h<- 7'-* ; is * b : no* c Ar>t _c
l:4tc-. But, in t he case •* * the i ?92 refer er. :u, o * 11 i -t the
facts were presented; no maps cr street naro-s w*•: * cop: *i*o; 
a s s up po r t.: n q ini o: n*a t i o 11. Th u c , ? h* * : vs-.-rC v i -vi i * .• n c * - ..;, :
positioning of t he remai: quest i-.-n f cr cor vor *-n: * o make a 
choice bas ed soieiy on nam** : ami 11 ar i t.y and t he pcc : - ive or 
negative qualities that, he or .die attributes to each 
individual,
According to an 16 March, article in Th- Chi cay
Tribune, the people of Chicago voted to, adopt the Daley- 
haateBd "Equity H&P* with over 60% of the vote. Please see
-w,... ,• , - hhh ; : ,-T....., o- '.“At: .rr.^ rt ‘-O o ' - . j .. o  <-.«
iiiasKWtt
Ml
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Swapaa:
The previous paragraphs have been an attempt to 
illustrate the differences between the Daley “Fair Map,“and 
the opposition's “Equity Map." It has aioO examined the 
respportionment process and f he outcomes of the 17 March,
19 92 city-wide referendum. Several su i *. are pending in 
court, in an attempt to challenge thr* 1 •♦91 remap on charges 
of discrimination,-misrepresentation, arid minority 
undercounts in 1990 Census figures.
The 1991 Chicago reapportionment pattern serves to 
exacerbate the problems of racial inequality, 
misrepresentation, and lack cf political power amongst 
minorities. The wording of the remap question, its lack of 
visual aids, and its placement on the 17 March, 1992 
referendum ballot also serves to further the racial and 
ethnic differences amongst the City's wards, by forcing 
voters into making a decision based on their familiarity with 
Chiacgo's Aldermen. Usually, the only aldermanic contact an 
individual has, is with their own representative.
Each map's boundary lines are drawn according to the 
ethnic characteristics of individual neighborhoods and the 
concentrations of minorities within a given geographic area. 
Map makers also draw the boundary lines so that they will 
benefit their supporting incumbents. This strategy does more
to protect an alderman's job then .itedoes to protect jtjNe1.
The conclusion which can be c; awn from all of this
information, is that changes in the reapportionment process 
have to occur before its result can become truly equal* But, 
even the voters cannot surpass the power of the Voting Bights 
Act of 1965. The Act also supplies the criteria by which map
architects 
It is
must adhere to in creating the configurations. 
in examining; these maps, that we can extract
further evidence to the charges that the Daley map is unfair 
and inequitable. The supposed :^ Democratict process which 
voters have engaged in,: serve to further separate white from 
black. This remap may be just the motive, that minority 
groups need to further their quest for fair representation 
and equal power in political activities.
WOS. Voting Eights 2l 11§1l Its Amendments ajvl i££ Vower;
The primal purpose of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was 
to re-enforce The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments of the 
W.S. Constitution. The Equal Protection Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment requires one;person, one vote, while the 
Fifteenth prohibits any discriminatory methods or procedures 
employed by anyone which would discriminate Af*ican- 
Americanos from the right''to vote (Waas,',/p.,20.:-k Regalado, 
p. 377} . Subsequent augmentations to the Voting Rights Act, 
espeeia1ly Sect ion 2 in 19 82, have subst ant ia1ly ext ended 
protection to other minority.groups, including Hispanics, 
Asians,;'and other ethnics.
In 1975, the Voting Rights Act established that any 
electoral changes affecting minorities,: were to be filed with 
the Federal Distict Court or to the Attorney General's Office 
to ensure there would be no negative impacts against any 
minority groups, whether intentional or not "(Kweit, p.65-67)#
More importantly, the amendments to Section 2 in 1982, 
prohibits the imposition of any voting practice or process 
which would dilute the strength of any racial or ethnic 
minority. It also authorises the tiling of any lawsuit which 
challenges a remap plan based on voting dilution, regardless 
of intentional discrimination, Before the 1982 amendment, 
one had to prove discriminatory intent prior to filing a 
case, as a result of gerrymandered districts or at-large 
elections (Regalado, p . 377)
Ac-large elections are considered to be an impediment to 
the election of ethnic and racial minority candidates. 
Usually, one minority's votes are not enough to elect a 
minority candidate, without white votes. If, however, the
ward has a concentrated minority;::^population, the minority 
candidate has a much better chance;-gf election without white 
votes (Still, pv358~36§J .
The Supreme Court's first interpretation of Section 2 of
the Voting Rights Act came under the Thornburg vs. Gingles : :
case, 478 U.S, 30, from 1986. The court ruled that the
plaintiff's remap case had to prove one of the following: 
‘'First, the minority group must be able to demonstrate that 
it is sufficiently large and geographically compact to 
constitute a majority in a single member district... Second, 
the minority group must be able to show that it is 
politically cohesive...Third, the minority must foe able to 
demonstrate that the white majority votes sufficiently as a 
block to enable it...usually■to defeat the minority's 
preferred candidate," (478 U.S, at 50-51)
Once these criteria have been established, the court 
must consider nine other factors in deciding whether a 
Section 2 violation has occurred (Waas, et al., p<23).
The Thornburg case ultimately shows that it is necessary 
to prove with empirical data, including: population, voting 
age, and minority statistics, the inequities of a particular 
map. For example, minority voting strength dilution.
However, the strongest implication which can be orawn from 
this case, is that minority ethnic and racial wards must 
account for every minority. If the minority group can be 
drawn into another ward, where their influence can make a
difference in minority representation, then the map-makers 
mast redraw the map to allow for the changes. In other 
words, when there exists a minority ethnic or racial 
population within a given ward, which does not cons*':-nte a 
majority of a ward population, the map architects must redraw 
the boundary lines to maximise the influence of the minority 
group'S' influence (But ler, et a 1., p .622 - 641) .
This mobi 1 izat; ion of racial and ethnic minor:ties int: 
the voting process can strongly affect the outcome of 
reapporticnment in the City of Chi cage. This is because the 
drawing of boundary lines is determined by the numbers of 
.citizens within a given space. Minority mobilization was one 
of. several outcomes of the Civil. .Rights Movement and the 
ing Rights Act of 1965 which changed the composition of 
istereci voters in urban areas across the United States.
If the numbers of registered voters increases drastically 
within one minority population, then the potential for actual 
voter turn-out may increase, as well. Thus, the more 
minority voters which turn out a: the polls during a given 
election, may determine or significantly influence the 
outcome of the election.
Take for example the 1983 Mayoral election of Harold 
Washington, where voter turn-out; was counted at 80.1% of the 
black population, nearly equalling the white vote at 80.2% 
(CUL/NIU, p.63). This is a significant factor if we look at 
Chicago's total voter turn-out statistics, where the African*
wmmr 0*0 r;r'■H:y 'y -.■ • A" y,' . '■ CS// ay'y .O,:.;
American vote trailed by exactly 10% for the Presidential 
election* according to Chicago Politics; 1990 (p.63).
However/ after the^death of Mayor:Washington, the turn­
out of Atrican-Anerican voters has continued to drop 
. significant iy . ...For the: .1:9.0 9. Mayoral, erect ion,, hlaek fturn 'but 
was recorded at only .59... 2%, as: compared... :to a 72.79 turnout by 
white', voters, (ibid,, p,63),.. The .effects, of not having an 
organised, or mobilized minority force at the polls car: be 
seen in the 1991 Chicago remap effort.
A 19 March, 1992 .;ti.cle in The Chicago Tribune,: claims
that voters in both white and black wards selected the Daley 
map by “ratios as high as 10:1 and even higher" $ p.8). And, 
that the heavy voter turn-out in the white wards versus the 
smaller turnout in black wards, , was the major reason why a 
60% majority selected, . the. “Equity Map1* over the “fair" one 
(ibid.) However, a case was filed in pro. test to the elect ion 
results by the nineteen aldermen which supported the "Fair 
Map, * (ibid, p. 1) * The Voting Rights Act: .prohibits the 
discrimination against any minority groups, v' ether 
intentional or not. If sufficient evidence is found, then 
the Federal court may order the special elections of those 
wards in question..'
According to Arturo Jauregui, legal counsel for the 
Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF), 
the 1991 remap is in violation of the Voting Right 
said that he intends to ask the court to order special
He
changes have taken place. He continued to state that 
Hispanics were undercounted by approximately 5% nationwide, 
translating into large numbers of uncounted Hispanics m  the 
City of Chicago. Under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, 
litigation may proceed if there exists.sufficient evidence of; 
undercounted census figures in the remap process.
. Between 1981 and. 1991, there was about, a 3 0% in-.* re is** in 
.the Hispanic population, accounting for approximately 20% cf 
the city ' s total . popuiat ion. Ac it stands, the Laley Map has 
appropriated seven Hispanic majority wands, an increase from- 
•the four seats of Hispanic representation, prior to the 
referendum. Any gains that might be made in this remap round 
of litigation would be the result of demographic changes.
In Chicago, the recent reapportionment efforts have 
focused on African-American and Hispanic minorities. If one 
looks at the two maps, they can see the segregated lines of 
distribution, to whi ch each party adheres. According to a 
Chicago Tribune article from t February, 1992, both sides 
have stated that they want race to be a "non-issue* in the 
remap process (p.2). The Daley map was designed to benefit 
its supporters, by securing their jobs within adjustable 
boundary lines just' as the opposition map was designed to 
benefit its loyal backers.
Summary
Regardless or the Daley-side victory in the remap 
struggle, it sc i 11. has to win the approval ""of: the courts.
Both maps :.serve:-as, evidence to the racial polarisation and 
the' .legalised ■ gerrymandering which poiit icians exercise-'. ^ 
within the 'full limits ■ of i.awl Even though the
predominance of the Democratic Darty' amongst: Chicago aldermen 
excuses the pressure one may normally be exposed to in other 
forms of legislative redistricting, it does not reduce the 
amount of pressure that an individual politician may feel if: 
the ward adjacent to theirs has the potential to encroach . 
upon'his. or her own. ward',' turf . Therefore,' in instances 
such as these,;the varying map proposals serve to protect the 
geo-political, boundaries and representat ;on of .the 
constituents, as well as the jobs of the city-ward aldermen.'
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 serves as a protective 
promise to minorities, assuring their participation in 
politics. The previous pages have illustrated how this Act 
effects the map-making process. It is the single most 
important criterion that map-makers must adhere to in the 
reapportionment effort, because it protects minority vote 
concentrations in geographic areas and prohibits any 
disriminatory voting practices, regardless of intent.
This sectiion has analyzed the Supreme Court's first 
interpretation of The Voting Rights Act, as amended, in the 
Thorngurg vs. Gingles case of 1986. The strongest
irnpii. cation which can. be drawn from the decision in. this case 
involves the 'dea of representation in minority wards. The •
voting strength of any minority group must be maximised as 
■much as possible in any area. This may require the drawing 
ob new: boundary 1ines. to include the minority area of one 
ward in. another where their minority group maintains-as 
ma j o r it y pr esence . But.. , It w.i 11 maxi mi z e t he poi i t i cal powe r 
of a single minority group within a specific area, and 
provide .enough voter support to elect a. minority 
representative. The Voting Bights Act also outlines the ' 
criterion a minority must follow in order for their challenge, 
to'havet its Mday in ■ court.M
The final- aspect of this section looks at increases in 
the African-American and Hispanic popular ions. When their 
numbers are miscalculated, their represetnation is equally 
diminished. The information gath* om Arturo Jauregui on
undercounted Census figures and subsequent map boundaries, 
iends fuel to the argument that Hispanics are under­
represented. The current trap's allowance for seven wards is 
simply inadequate. Similarly, the African-Amerlean, 
population accounts for nearly half of the total population 
in Chicago. Yet, they are only represented in twenty wards.
The only changes in minority representation can come as 
a result of the Court's ruling in individual cases. However, 
according to Arturo Jauregui and Peter Creticos, the cases 
which both minority factions have filed, should be heard and
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tried sometime during tne summer or : mo:; w m  an repies 
entire year withou proper minority * epreoentat ion m  
Chicago's City Council.
The next, section will illustrate the characterist 
Chicago's wards, as wei1 as explain the methods and cr ? W -r > ' f
■' n n r> — f-r A k* » . > c? .. /■< »~i i~,y c« .  i ..... 4 .  4 l l v 4  4 4 i < *, k.,1 * '  . f n i r f ' rtv U t 1 r*n r f-t.4 t  v J  i  i
reappo r 11 or;me nt nap .
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- t e g a ^ e g - i s t i c a  of. £ lii caao Wards
" =■ Today* Chicago is an urban *stewM of multi-racial and 
multi-ethnic backgrounds. Areas are very concentrated with-A 
single ethnic or racial groups which have similarly 
concentrated political interests, views and opinions. As these 
respective concentrations grow, population and age become the 
two most important factors in determining how many people are 
eligible to vote at any given election. By looking at past 
concentrations of minorities within the ward configurations 
detailed by the 1985 court ruling, we can compare the 
differences to those boundary lines that were redrawn by the 
1991 Daley proposal.
According to an atlas produced by the Chicago Urban League 
and Northern Illinois University, Chicago's fifty city wards 
are sorted into nine groups based on the voting trends* 
demographics, and geography of the wards areas ' (C.P.* p.6). 
Please keep in mind that there has been changes to the 
information which the aforementioned book has stated. However, 
the boundary lines and minority characteristics are for the 
most part, similar to those proposed by the 1991 Daley remap. 
It is also important to remember that the voter-chosen Daley 
map is presently in the process of litigation. Those wards 
which may be significantly changed are noted where necessary. 
Please refer to Exhibit Three, p. 16 for further details♦
According to Chicago Politics: 1990, these nine ward
niinisiiii illlifellte
§ t m p $  \ c o n s i s t of th e  fo l lo w in g :
1* The White Southside, which includes the*; 10 th, ilth, : : 
12th, 13th, 14th, 19th, and 23rd wards,
2. The White Northwest, which includes the: 3.0th, 35th, \
3$th, 28th, 41st, and 45th wards.
• The '’Equity Map“ allowc for 23 wh 11e wurds, whi 1 e 11*•> 
"Fair Map" allows for 21.
♦•Together, these ward groups account for .27% of. 
Chicago's voting age population.
3. The Black Southside, which includes ther 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 20th, 21st, 
and 34th wards.
4. The Black Westside, which includes the: 24th, 27th, 28th,
29th, and 37th wards.
•The “Equity Map" has increased the Black communities 
share by one ward, while the "Fair Map" increases the 
black communities by three.
••Together, these two ward groups account for 39% of 
Chicago's voting age population,
5. The Hispanic wards, which include the 22nd, 25th, 26th, 
and 31st wards.
•Three additional Hispanic wards have been alotted by 
both maps.
•♦Together, these ward groups account for 7% of 
Chicago's voting age population.
6. The inner lakefront wards include the: 32nd, 33rd, 40th,
47th, and 50th wards.
7. The Lakeshore wards, which include the: 42nd, 43rd, 44th,
46th, 48th, and 49th wards,
♦these populations are more divers» than...in .any ot:her;7'; 
wards.
••Together, these ward groups account for 231 of :- 
Chicago's voting age population.
8 & 9. These consist of the: 1st and 18th wards, which do 
not fit into any of the above categories.
•The black Southside is the ward group with the largest 
number of voting age population.
♦••The above information is contained within the CUL/NIU 
Atlas on CIUCMQ Politics: 1990 .
Thus, any reapportionment plan which saves incumbent 
seats, is based on political expediency or compromise, and 
susceptible to public rejection. According to Peter 
Creticos, from the Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs (DCCA) the city's remap was drawn by and 
;";lair§e, according to the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This was 
supposed to insure African-American and Hispanic 
representation within their respective geographic areas. The 
outcome of the various court cases revolving aroung the 1991 
redistricting effort (meaning success or failure) will 
largely depend upon the adherence of the Daley map to those 
criteria outlined in the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and its 
subsequent amendments and alterations.
A second measure which map architects adhere to, are 
those population and growth statistics furnished by the 1990 
Census* According to he Chicago Urban League and Northern 
Illinois University, the calculated population estimate for 
Chicago in 1990 was 2,195,328. This was a pretty fair 
estimate. According to the 1990 Census data, the City of 
Chicago accounts for 2,783,726 people. The total population 
for Cook County was 5,105,067 (p.724). Whites constitute the 
largest amount of this figure, totaling 1,263,524. Likewise, 
African-American's comprise 1,087,711. And, Hispanic's-' (of 
any race) constitute 545,852, but this does not include the 
thousands of unnaturalized citizens, or those that are here 
as illegal aliens. For the current Chicago ward map and each 
wards re sp e c tiv e  aldermen^ please see Exhibit Six & Four, 
re sp e c tiv e ly .
After these two important factors are included, the
process moves into the political stages, by accomodating
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Likewise, in this case,.incumbents on a party basis, 
accoomodations were made according to the map benef it tir.g the 
Daley supporters, or those which support the opposition. 
Creticos continued to say that neither side should go out of 
their way to draw an incumbent into a certain district, 
because the purpose [of reapportionment] is to expand those 
wards with growing concentrations of a particular minority 
population, and red’aw the lines of those receding districts 
to accomodate those constituents.
Overall, on the Southwest side of the city, ward 
boundary lines were redrawn to include an increasing number 
of Hispanics. Mostly because a large proportion of the 
people in this area are non-citizen Mexicans. As the 
population of the Hispanic community continues to grow, their 
representation will become more evident in future elections. 
The future Census of 2000 should serve to validate this 
theory because the differences between the 1980 and the 1990 
Census' already serves as proof of the growing numbers of 
Hispanics in the City of Chicago, as well as the State of 
Illinois.
The coalitions which may be built as a result of
interactions between minorities, and the consequences that
their concentrations may have on future reapportlonment, can
be illustrated by examining the individual minority groups.
The Hispanic population is made up of Puerto Ricans,
Mexicans, and Cubans. Historically, Cubans have strongly
SO
supported the Eepubli-.can party, while the.Mother two .have been 
split depending upon their socio-economic status. African- 
^American's ".tend to favor the Democratic party, as well. But, 
the emergence of the Washington party by Alderman Timothy 
Evans, adds a third element to the city's political
composition.
Politics in the City of Chicago has historically equated 
the power of one individual or group over another. Elections 
and the exercising of one's vote, is the culmination of any 
form of an individual's political participation. However, as
the face of government changes nationwide, the right to vote
is no longer a voice for representation, but a symbolic 
message of a minority versus majority struggle for power 
amongst individuals.
According to MALDEF's Arturo Jauregui, African- 
American's and Hispanics have not been able to get along in 
the recent negotiating sessions regarding ward 
reapportionment. After 1991, there was quite a bit of 
disagreement over the supposedly “equal" representation 
between wards amongst the var- m  ethnic and racial
communitites in Chicago. Both frican-American's and
Hispanics have felt left out and unrepresented by the recent 
political remap, in particular, African-American's feel that 
the Hispanics have been the recipients of the ‘’fruits'' of the 
labor which blacks have been trying to achieve for the past 
two centuries.
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Peter Cret.icos of DCC&, .riot ices the disparity as well, 
noting that Hispanics have struggled for .repre^entatipn; and 
empowerment for less than twenty-five years,. .while the' black 
struggle:'for'.racial, equality has elapsed -for ■■a:'per:iod, of at,-.
least .two hundred years . The relevance of this.informat ion
enhaces the: argument, as to why minorities cannot cooperate. 
Both groups have similar goals which they want to obtain. 
However, one side at any particular point, has felt 
victimized; while the other simultaneously feels that they 
have received what they justly deserve. This lack of 
cooperation or combined efforts could be the factor which 
prevents minorities from achieving any political advantages 
within Chicago power politics.
These sorts of disparities have been the single most 
detrimental factor in race relations between minority groups 
throughout history, But; when minorities do come together 
for a common goal, the benefits are evident. Take for 
example, the Mayoral election of 1983. Mayor Washington was 
elected largely by the black vote. But, the contest was 
truly won with the help of Hispanic community, whose votes 
acted as the ‘swing1’ in the election. It was under the 
Washington regime that Hispanics achieved their first 
aldermanic wards.
If one looks at the
■T'-S . ■;
■ -V
■V
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map and the current map which was chosen by the electorate in 
1992, one can see exactiy how the configurat ions have
.ngedf.; Of particular notice are those wards which have 
anded t remenaously on the South, Southwest, and Soutbeast
Census and subsequent reapportionment will reflect the 
significant population and registration changes. If the; 
Hispanic and African-American communities' continue to grow at 
the rates which they have in the past and the numbers of 
whites continues to decrease, it is by all means possible for 
minorities to elect a new Mayor and change the power 
structure of Chicago.
The actual ward outlines will not be the only visible 
change. The 1992 Presidential Election resulted in one of 
the largest voter turnout's in history. If this trend 
continues, and massive voter registration and naturalisation 
drives take place, the significant numbers turning out at the 
polls could potentially affect Chicago's political future.
Past evidence from the massive voter registration 
efforts of low-income African-American's in the 1983 Mayoral 
election, proves even further, that mobilisation can change 
the numbers in an election, The Hispanic community country­
wide, already has a population of more than tour million 
legal residents, which are not yet even legal citirens 
(Pachon, p.88). This fact alone gives fuel to the hidden
areas also have the largest
African-American minorities.
side of the City due to mine
If these populations continue to expand, then the future
forces of Hispanic influence and: potential empowerment in the 
future.
,Z n t ry i n,g t o .£ o rm a con cl us i on a s. t o why mi no r i 1 1 es ha ve
suddenly taken an interest in the political ward 
conflgurations, it is important to recognise that no one w;11 
benefit unless groups can come together arid cooperate on 
issues that will benefit the majority. In Chicago, ao the 
entire power structure appears to change from a dominant 
white upper-hand, to more of a mix amongst all.races,- the 
need ‘’to get along," becomes even more prevalent then ever 
before. Meaning that in the past, minority groups have not 
been able to settle their differences long enough to reach a 
compromise that would benefit both factions. The struggle 
for representation under the 1992 map, may give minorities 
more wards and thus, more power. This power could then lead 
the representation of minority interests, and pave the way 
for minority cooperation.
Many selfish and racist actions enter the picture on an issu-e 
as important as reapportionment, but none can fee more simpler 
in theory than cooperation.
While the issue of reapportionment becomes an 
increasingly racial issue for politicans, the struggle for 
minority representation gets thrown to the wayside as 
boundaries for one's own "turf" takes precedence over other 
important issues. This forms part of the reasoning behind 
why the various minority groups have made their marks in the
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political' battlefield. . African-Amerlean's and. Hispar.ics have 
filed siiits against, the 1991 remap because they fe* I that it; 
misrepresents their true .political strengths.
In addition, as was stated earlier, the 1991 remar wi1: .
set the stage for future political action and representatidn. 
In examining Chicago's political history and its .uncertain 
future, it is also important to consider, the quality of 
minority representation. Are black.and: Hispunic aldermen 
really a source of empowerment for thf-ir t ♦ •spect ive.. 
minorities, or are they m  office as cueor politicians v/ith 
other goals in mind? Does reapportionment truly guarantee
representation?
Gabriel Lopes, executive director of the Illinois 
Hispanic Democratic Council, cites the huge efforts of voter 
registration as one reason ’why ethnic and minority groups 
have suddenly become so excited about putting “one of their 
own" in the running for a political office (Galvan, p;32). 
Spill others such''as Steve Gonzalez,- a student at Trinity 
College, CT., see the culmination of minority representation 
as the natural outcome of years' worth of struggle and hard, 
concerted effort and determination.
As Chicago Politics states it, “Chicago is at the point 
where slight variations in mobilization efforts can determine 
whether whites are a majority or a minority of the city's 
registered electorate," (CUL/NIU,p.18) If minority groups 
take notice of the diminishing strength of the white vote,
which evidence proves they.have, then who is to say that by 
the time the Census of 2000 rolls around, that these 
“minority groups'* will not become the majority, leaving 
whites as a minority faction. Thus, the only rem^oy which . 
appears to help any given minority group is the mobilisation 
and vot e r r eg i s t r a t i on efforts. Nee dless t o s a y , ma s s 
mobilisation and minority organisation amongst the City's 
ethnic 'groups .is contingent upon cooperation! And, 
unfortunately this has not been particularly successful in 
the past. However, by electing representatives from within 
coalition, the odds that the minor i ty's interests wi11 be 
represented are more likely than if the contest was between 
two minorities.
Therefore, now is the time for minority groups to take 
action, defend what little representation they have, and 
continue the racial and ethnic struggle for political 
equality and empowerment. If the remap procedures do not 
change to allow for fairer and. more equitable maps, then the 
people will have to take their own actions to assure their 
political freedoms.
Summary
i/CThe;; idea of representative democracy is an important 
factor in considering the future implications of the 1991 
Chicago remap. If one looks at the differences between the 
1970 map, the revised 1981 map and the current map chosen by 
the electorate in 1992, one can see exactly how the
configurations have changed, Tc compare these maps, please
see ExMtei t 's One, rTwo and Six*
Of particular notice are those wards which have expanded 
tremendously on the South, Southwest, and Southeast side? of 
the City due to minority population increases. These areas 
also have the largest concentrations of Hispanic and African- 
American minorities.
Past elections have proven tne capabilities which 
minorities possess to change the hands of power. Take for 
example* the 1983 election of Mayor Harold Washington, 
disenchanted sectors of the electorate formed a coalit^lilli 
ehtnfe# and consequently elected the first African-American
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Chancr&s ■ in the Reapoort ionment Process: . .
Reapportionment is one of the most controversial, not to 
ment ion, one of: the most di t ficu.lt issues to ever cross 
racial, ethnic, and political battlefields. Perhaps this is 
because so much is at stake. As mentioned earlier, the 
decennial census and reapportionment efforts create a 
political environment, which sets the stage for political 
action for ten years. Aside from this, the remap is supposed 
to provide substantia] equality of various populations across 
a given area, creating both neighborhoods and ghettos.
However, as we approach the year 2000, the focus of 
redistricting will place heavier importance upon minority; 
power structures and the shifting boundary position# #iohi«i 
Chicago's city wards, : - :.
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Future remap efforts wiil have to consider minority’I'nt-rSlS 
interests,- financial costs, and become legally, responsible-,
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In wondering what the future of Chicago politics will 
hold, we must consider problems with the current
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problem which deals with ethics is a fundamental element of 
both politics and reapportionment procedures.:
As arch i t ec t s, map -makers;.; cannot go out of their way t o 
draw incumbents out of their respective wards. Similarly, 
they cannot draw boundary lines which restrict minority 
participation or prohibit the possible election of a minority 
leader, as outlined in The Voting Rights Act. At its base, 
the entire redistricting process is inefficient, costly, and 
time consuming. But, what other choice is there?
An article in the July, 1989 issue of The Hastings law 
Journal, regarding past court decisions on minority 
representation, -suggests that minorities are misrepresented,
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'k.. " ihiflioieecy;, the current process of reapport iotwpnt serve*ail!
to “pollute* our voting system, as well as "a voter's 
opportunity to immediately influence public policy through
example
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As illustrated earlier, Washington was victorious 
because 40% ol Chicago's population was Atrlean-American. 
Since this election was based on the plurality of city-wide 
votes, gerrymandered wards could not have kept Washington 
from this victory. However, "the gerrymandered 1980 city 
map" prevented Washington allies from controlling the City 
Council {Kasson, p.687).
Gerrymandering serves to undermine minority interests. 
The aldermanic maps which result from gerrymandering, provide 
minorities with improper representation by diluting the votes 
of the particular racial or ethnic concentration.
, theoretically, the remap process seems simple*
. about'S7f000: people into each .of Chicaio^s 
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t o :appease the minoroties, ■ save aldermaniGd 
seats for incumbents, and adhere to the laws of the Voting 
Rights Act of 1 9 6 5 and its amendments. In a city that is as 
:« # * % U y  and racially cleaved as Chicago, reappottri^aiipi*
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Therefore, future remap efforts should consider the 
short-term effects and the misrepresentation which occurs 
when people are unfairly represented. Misrepresentation 
refers to the situation that minorities find themselves in, 
when a reapportionment process does not equally justify the 
minority population into wards where their interests should 
be represented. When this happens, the time lost in 
creating fair public policy results in chaotic appeals for 
change and thousands of unhappy voters. In this instance, no 
one is happy; aldermen lose their jobs, voters lose their 
representation, and legislation is unfair to minorities.
The only remedy to the reapportionment drama is to 
create a moreorganized process, whereby map-makers-,; - ,i'.j
d^leteiy; disregard incumbent wards, instead, these v
draw ward boundaries according ;to the
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reduce the cost to taxpayers.
Another aspect of the reapportionment process 
a change in the legal process. Oftentimes, the inefficiency 
of the court system can add to the exacerbation of minority 
misrepresentation. If a case regarding minoritiy 
discrimination in the reapportionment process is brought 
':fc6fQre;court#-' then every effort should be made to assure 
expediency in the legal process.
As was evident in the 1981 Chicago remap case, it took 
four years to finally settle upon a map which satisfied all 
sides. The 1991 remap has proven to be■equally problematic.
Here it is, Hay, 1993, and all that can be said about the 
1991 remap effort is that it is a holding pattern. This 
issue is most likely to be resolved by this coming summer# 
but the chances of the map'3 boundaries changing to benefit 
minority factions are pretty slim.
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The Federal Census is conducted so that the government/I 
can' determine t he ■ ■ inc reas es i n popu 1 a 11 on a rid t he 
concentrated areas in which they live. This information is 
then relayed to redistricting officials, who in turn, create 
the configurations which affect our political participation.
However, when maps are drawn to dilute the strength of a 
minority group, the power and influence they have in local
politics is diminished. If minority .power is reduced, so.- ji
then is the representation of 
This not only contradicts the 
the Voting Right.; Act, but it 
fairness and duo process in a
their particular" interests.
legal requirements outlined m  
also goes against all ideas of 
democratic political society.
This sect ion has 
reapportionment proces
pointed out certain problems with the 
s and areas which need to be altered.
When the part 1 can map-makers oroate wards which undermine 
minorities, then they are asking for a challenge. But, this
facet can be removed if the reapp.ortionment. process is 
changed to tig-ire ward boundaries regarding only population 
data and minority concentrations. This wouid not only 
provide for better minority representation, but it would also 
save American taxpayers millions of dollars in unnecessary
court costs.
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ween Harold ishingt on
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has Y> ::ome so 1 a ■ • 1 a 11 y
polari2ed.1 l Minor1 1y po 111 .1 ca 1 trouble has -been evident in 
U .S . polit ics since its beg inning. The root s of 
ini s repr es en t a t i on and unequa 1 empower men t a r  e not found in 
Chicago politics, but its effects are felt here.
This paper began with a brief chronological history of 
Chicago politics between 1980 and 1990. .This decade was the 
first in many, when a machine politican was not in control. 
However, the residue of Mayor Hichard J, Daley's patronage 
system provided an unstable environment for minority groups.
The voters which elected Mayor Jane Byrne into office, 
did 30 because they believed; ids
kind of leadership. But, in reality, she turned a deaf ear 
to minority interests, in order to further those cf the white
majority.
However, those that elected Mayor Byrne became enraged 
by her "racist" actions, and sought the election of a Mayor 
that could lead them to the equality that they deserved. In 
1§83, a coalition of Aft ican-American's. ;Hia^ahrd||, arid;; 
liberal white lake-ftonters elected Chicago's first black 
mayor, Harold Washington.
The Wa sh i ng t on - By m e  race for mayor, and its consequent 
election, served to illustrate the racially polarised nature 
of Chicago politcs. Washington earned nearly all of the
Uplfef ;;;o;lib.::^yi:"l|f i can clpeiii anCff c;w i§%:i|
majority of White votes, This election provides evidence to 
the white and black dist inct icns which sore* to keep Chicago
|| r&mm\ -.;o.
Washington's administ rat ion promised u. provide a "fair 
and open" form of government, to provide foi the integration 
of minority groups into Chicago's poiitcal structure, Under 
his administration, the Hispanic community achieved their 
first aldermanic wards, and blacks increased tneir 
representation. This is also due to an increase in voter 
registration. But, overall, Harold Washington was a minority 
Mayor, which served to further the interests of minorities.
After Mayor Washington'? death, Eugene Sawyer was
selected to replace him as Acting Mayo:. However, after he 
finished the term, the coal":on which init icily elect ed 
Washington, attempted to lurch-a nis lvg..cy by :' inning a 
candidate of their own for May.- r , timothy Evans, running 
under the Washington banner lost the 198v e •-ctor. for Mayor 
to Richard M , Da ley,, an i nd i v i d u a i w i t h n o expe r i on c e i n 
municipal government .
Daley's election again served r exerpl i fy ? he racial 
di /isi on s o t C h i ca go, bu t h i s a dm i rust r a t r o n wa s. a I s o a bout 
to face a reapportionment process which would decide the fate 
of minor!tiy political interests for the ensuing decade,
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■necessarily accounted for,' In fact, if minority lawyers had 
their way, the numbers of Hispanic and African-American wards 
would be increased. But, the possibilities of this happening 
are fairly small, since the Da 1 ey- supported “Equity Map4 was
.con i i g u r a t i one of the a me n d ^ d 1986 ma p .
Minority "groups have pursued legal challenges, citing . 
discrimination and uncorrect Census data as sources lor the 
maps underrepresentation of minorit.ee. Under the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965, and its amendmemts, minorities have the 
right to challenge a remap, as long as they adhere to the 
criterion stated within the Act.
Similarly* those map architects, which create the ward
:■
.figurations, must also comply with rho Voting Rights Act.
-
"drawing boundary lines, they must allow for majority wards 
.ethnic and racial populations wherever possible. Meaning 
if a given area is concentrated with a large amount 'of
vitt^orities, the boundaries must be manipulated to afford thatV Vyo; /
VvVchdarouo the benefit of electing a representative of their1%/; yew*
||C OCown."
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These sorts of incidents then ailow for proper 
representation of minority interests. But, oftentimes this 
i$ not the situation, and minorities are discriminated 
h-...against when public policy is created. Because eventhough it;
; o  >  -
affects them, it may not necessarliy reflect their 
rests if those in power are not proportional to the
ic.-"*hd-racial concentrations which they were elected to
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^l^'v'tfaused by these population changes. by redrawing ’u.e 1 oe: IjHpe' • :■
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popu* a t i on,
'dfftiorities should be properly represented. But, as this 
ij^ siper has revealed, this is not always t iv- ca.>->. Th** future/ 
;#£ Chicago politics is reliant upon two tilings: one, where 
Ward boundary lines are drawn, and two, how minority groups 
perceive their roles in Chicago politics. It r me rity groups 
I'i-; ' ' -concentrate their collective numbers into a single coalition,
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it is evident that their votes can make a difference. The 
t§83 mayoral election of Harold Washington is an example of
;,hihis* If groups continue to mobilize their collective
: • •
■pushers and'select prospective politicians from their "pool,* 
aye then almost assured that policy proposals will work 
yp, v>*eir. advantage. .And perhaps, their collective forces can 
ir^ ttlnority.lfe^ or,: :V^ ich; would assure: the .
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